
 

 

UNDERTAKING GIVEN BY THE CANDIDATE 

Admitted to various Degree Programmes (Batch 20 ) 

 
I, aged years   son   /   daughter   of 

    now   residing   at 
  seeking admission to 
   programme & branch at VIT and admitted to the 
Institution, I shall agree to obey the following conditions diligently. 

 
I am aware that admission is subject to my discipline and conduct. I shall abide by the rules and regulations of VIT & pandemic 
norms, in force, during my education at VIT. I shall cease to be a student of the Institute if at any time I go on strike or absent 
myself from the classes during the period of strike or violate any rules and regulations prescribed by the Institution. 

 
I am aware that I shall be summarily expelled if I am found at any time, in possession or in custody of including but not limited to 
any object or sexually explicit item, or arms or rods, chains, swords, knives, sticks etc., or in possession or custody of drugs, alcohol 
or psychotropic substances or found to have consumed any of the above within the premises or in the precincts of the Institute or 
Hostel. 

 
I shall subject myself & undergo medical test /check-up /breathe tests/drugs screening/ blood sample collection etc., by a medical 
or para-medical professional as may be required by the Institution, at any point of time while I am the student of this Institute. I 
consent to permit the treating doctor to collect and store blood/urine samples and also to disclose the results VIT if necessary. I 
also consent and permit the Institute to access health records from VIT Health Centre. I undertake to keep the institution 
informed at all times if I am afflicted with any communicable disease. 

 

I am fully aware that ragging in any form is prohibited and an illegal activity and I have full knowledge of the relevant provision of 
the Indian Penal Code. If I indulge in ragging, I am liable for IMPRISONMENT FOR TWO YEARS with a fine upto INR Rs. 10,000/- 
(Rupees Ten Thousand). I am also aware that I am liable to be expelled from the Institute and Hostel, at the discretion of the 
Institution authorities, if I indulge in ragging, eve teasing and other acts of violence or abet with persons indulging in such activities. 

 
I am fully aware that, while the Institute encourages healthy interaction between boys and girls, it prohibits eve teasing/sexual 
harassment, any indecent behaviour or any physical contact or public display of affection (PDA) among students and other such 
conducts prohibited under the Sexual Harassment of Women in workplace (Prevention, Prohibition & Redressal) Act and the 
relevant UGC Regulations. Those involved in such activities will be summarily expelled from the Institute and may also be liable for 
criminal action. 

 
I am fully aware that possession of cell phone / any electronic devices inside the examination hall is strictly prohibited and if 
violated, liable to be confiscated and punished as per the examination rules of the Institution. I am also aware that impersonation 
in any form will lead to expulsion from the Institute. 

 
I am fully aware that if I engage in any unbecoming act, that shall damage the reputation of VIT in any manner whatsoever, I shall 
be expelled from the Institute and Hostel. I shall also disclose and assist the authorities if I am aware of any such violation 
committed by any person. 

 
If I am expelled from the Institute for any reason whatsoever, I am aware that I shall forthwith be expelled from the Hostel also. 
I am aware that my re-admission to the Institution shall be entirely at the discretion of the Institute authorities and if I am 
permitted to rejoin the Institute, I shall be liable to remit readmission fees prescribed by the Institute. 

 
 
 
 

Signature of the Parent/Guardian Signature of the Applicant Place : 
Name : Name : Date : 
Mobile: Mobile:  

 


